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An Introduction to the Scouts Own 

The founder of Scouting, Robert Baden-Powell, believed that Reverence and Duty to God should 

be an important part of the Scout Movement and of every Scout and Scouter. He originated the 

notion of Scout's Own ..."a gathering the Scouts for the worship of God and to promote fuller 

realization of the Scout Law and Promise, but supplementary to, and not in substitution for, 

regular religious observances."  (Aids to Scoutmastership, p.38) 

Let us first consider what Scouts' Owns are not. 

• They are not Church Services, nor are they meant to be a substitute for them. 

• They are not a structured liturgy like the Book of Common Order, etc. 

• They are not a good opportunity for the Leader to bang home some truths with a little bit 

of God added for effect. 

• They are not necessarily the Chaplains or Leaders' department or duty. 

Given those guidelines, let's define what Scouts' Owns are. This is not what they ought to be - 

this is what they are; and if they do not fulfill one or more of these categories, they are not 

Scouts' Owns. 

• They are an acknowledgment of God and his creation and ourselves as part of it, 

expressed in a way that all the faiths that Scouting embraces can share together. 

• They are a pause in our activity to discover something deeper and more permanent in the 

things we are trying to achieve or learn or enjoy. 

• They are a response to the Creator for the gift of life. 

Which means, of course, they can be almost everything from a time of silence through a single 

sentence right up to a kind of service of worship that might include music and singing and stories 

and readings and prayers. In other words, although the next few paragraphs and pages suggest 

some material that could be useful for a Scouts' Own and end with a couple of outlines that 

might be useful for a colony/pack/troop/unit evening or in camp, there really is no "proper form."  

For example, a group of Venture Scouts [older Scouts or high adventure group] may get to the 

summit of a mountain after a difficult or challenging rock climb and as they stand or sit down to 

recover and enjoy the view, one of them says, with feeling, "Thank God we made it!" and the 

others respond "Too right" (in context, another word for "Amen"), conscious or not, they have 

experienced a Scouts' Own, because they have recognized both their achievement and their 

growing because of it. The glory of a sunset and the breaking of the dawn; the sky at night, the 

hills by day and the flickering friendship round a camp-fire are absolutely natural settings for 
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thinking -- sometimes silently, sometimes aloud -- about the power that is the beginning and end 

of everything and our human place in the complex order of the universe. And that's a Scouts' 

Own, without the need, even, for a mention of God by name -- only by implication. You see the 

point? A Scout's Own is really a spiritual experience that happens. 

But sometimes, especially at the younger ages, it has to be underlined. So a game or an activity 

that has demanded effort in body or mind or in tolerance and team-work can, on the spot, be 

turned into a Scouts' Own with a thought and a "thank-you" for God -- no necessity for hymns or 

uniforms or readings. Of course, there is a place for a Scouts' Own with songs and readings -- 

when a time is set aside for God. Then it can be good to tell a story of adventure or challenge, 

where the people have relied on their faith -- whatever their faith -- in the Creator God to achieve 

their goal; and sing a campfire song or two about sharing and caring and serving. The song "Al 

lelu, alleluia, praise ye the Lord" can be fun, because, divided into two groups, one does the 

'Alleluias' and the other the 'Praise ye the Lord' and whenever they are singing they stand and 

when not they sit. This is praise that is ordered chaos and fun. Maybe that's a good description of 

a true Scouts' Own. 

And prayers. A lot of young folk today find prayer difficult, yet the best prayers come from 

them. The young Cub Scout who prays "Thank you God for making me" has hit the nail on the 

head that's a Scouts' Own in a sentence. So it is far better to let the young people make up their 

own prayers - maybe creating a Group book of prayers and use it, updating it year by year. As a 

Leader you will never quite match, for them, the depth of their own thinking. 

Finally, having, hopefully, done away with the mystique surrounding and the necessity of 

formality or a formal structure for Scouts' Owns, we suggest you go and get on with them - and 

enjoy them! 


